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We report on the magnetoresistance of textured films consisting of 3d-ferromagnetic layers sandwiched
by Pt. While the conventional cos2 φ behavior of the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) is found when
the magnetization M is varied in the film plane, cos2n θ contributions (2n ≤ 6) exist for rotating M in the
plane perpendicular to the current. This finding is explained by the symmetry-adapted modeling of AMR of
textured films demonstrating that the cos2 θ behavior cannot be used as a fingerprint for the presence of spin
Hall magnetoresistance (SMR). Further, the interfacial MR contributions for Pt=Ni=Pt contradict the SMR
behavior confirming the dominant role of AMR in all-metallic systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.137201

Studies on magnetotransport in ferromagnetic materials
have a long history starting with the experiments by Lord
Kelvin in the middle of the 19th century [1,2]. Utilizing
polycrystalline ferromagnetic wires the measurements
revealed today’s well-known anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) effect [3], which is a consequence of the spin-orbit
interaction [4–6]. The AMR of single crystalline Fe and Ni
was studied decades later [7–12] and a symmetry-adapted
description for the observed dependence of resistivity on
current and magnetization orientation with respect to the
crystal axes was given by Döring [12]. The latter description
is frequently used to successfully describe the AMR behavior
of bulk crystals and single crystalline films [13–21]. Döring
further demonstrated that the averaging over a random
orientation of grains yields a cos2 ϕ variation of the resistivity
ρ, with ϕ the angle between magnetization and currentdensity direction, which is commonly called AMR (herein
referred to as conventional AMR) [12]. The conventional
AMR (Δρip;bulk ¼ ρl;bulk − ρt;bulk ) is described as [using
spherical coordinates, Fig. 1(a)] [12]
ρðφ; θÞ ¼ ρt;bulk þ Δρip;bulk sin2 θ cos2 φ:

ð1Þ

In their famous review article McGuire and Potter
derived from symmetry considerations the same angle
dependence as Döring for the AMR of structurally isotropic
polycrystalline films [22]. Nowadays, irrespective of any
deviation from structural isotropy, the AMR of thin films is
generally taken to be of the conventional form. The
violation of isotropy, however, makes the a priori use of
Eq. (1) to describe the AMR highly questionable. In the
theoretical description of AMR, apart from a few recent
0031-9007=19=123(13)=137201(7)

exceptions [23,24], the impact of crystallinity on AMR is
generally omitted and only the noncrystalline part [Eq. (1)]
is modeled.
Textured films are prototypical for nonisotropic
systems. In fact, additional AMR contributions were
detected in such systems in polar rotational geometry
(φ ¼ 90°) that solely depend on the polar angle, i.e.,
ðρp;bulk −ρt;bulk Þcos2 θ [25–29]. The latter behavior is
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Δρop;bulk

known as the geometrical size effect (GSE) although it
was proven to be not a direct consequence of the finite size
but caused by the film texture [29]. So far, it is not clear
which underlying mechanism triggers the appearance of
GSE (Δρop;bulk ) and how the relation to crystalline and
conventional AMR (Δρip;bulk ) is.
Some years ago, we demonstrated that the scattering
at interfaces between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
layers made of heavy metals gives additional contributions
to the AMR. In Pt=Co=Pt sandwiches contributions of
this so-called anisotropic interface magnetoresistance
(AIMR) were found in the conventional AMR geometry
(Δρip;interface ) [30] as well as in polar rotational geometry
(Δρop;interface ) [31]. In general, the dependence of resistivity
on magnetization orientation of textured thin films is then
given by
ρðφ; θÞ ¼ ρt þ ðΔρip;bulk þ Δρip;interface Þsin2 θ cos2 φ
þ ðΔρop;bulk þ Δρop;interface Þcos2 θ:

ð2Þ

Signatures of Δρip;interface and Δρop;interface were recently
observed in various metallic layered structures [32–44].
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The contributions of the interfaces cause a rather complex
AMR behavior on thickness variation for films, sandwiches, and multilayers particularly in the range of ultrathin
ferromagnetic layers [45,46]. Both AIMR terms were
reproduced in a fully relativistic description of the magnetotransport in Co=Ptð111Þ [23] where the spin-orbit
interaction is inherently included; however, a plain explanation of the outcome was not given. In a semiclassical
Boltzmann approach, both interface terms were derived
from Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit interaction at the interfaces [47]. A relation Δρop;interface ¼ 1.5 Δρip;interface was
deduced which is in-line with the experimental outcome
found for Pt=Co=Pt sandwiches [30].
Recently, magnetotransport in layered structures has
again come into the focus of basic research triggered
by the observation of phenomena related to the spin
Hall effect [48,49] like spin-orbit torque [50–52] and spin
Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) [53,54]. The SMR effect
present in insulating ferrimagnet—heavy-paramagnet systems leads to the following dependence of resistivity on
magnetization orientation [53]:
ρðφ; θÞ ¼ ρt þ Δρip sin2 θ cos2 φ þ Δρop cos2 θ
Δρip ¼ Δρop :

with
ð3Þ

Since the first pioneering experiment one branch of
research deals with investigating the SMR in all-metallic
multilayers; however, the outcome is not conclusive. As
also pointed out by Zou et al. [45] the structural properties,
particularly the crystallinity of the films, are mandatory for
a profound interpretation of MR data; however, they are
often disregarded or not considered [34,40–42,55–59] even
in carefully performed studies [60,61]. Frequently, Δρop
signatures are ad hoc interpreted to be a fingerprint of the
SMR while not thoroughly proven whether crystalline
or interfacial AMR effects exist [34,39–42,55–59,62].
The studies particularly lack an appropriate modeling of
the electronic transport in all-metallic layered structures
including the consideration of interface-scattering processes [39–42,55–61,63]. Properly correcting for the current
shunt through paramagnetic layers provides the feasibility
for the separation of interface and bulklike MR contributions [30], which is a necessary prerequisite to check for the
validity of Eq. (3) (Δρip ¼ Δρop ) for the interfacial scattering processes.
In this Letter we report on the magnetoresistance of fcc
(111)-textured Ptð5 nmÞ=NiðtNi Þ=Ptð3 nmÞ sandwiches at
room temperature for Ni thicknesses 2 nm ≤ tNi ≤ 50 nm.
It is shown that the interfacial contributions violate the
angular dependence of SMR [Eq. (3)]. Moreover, additional higher order contributions in cos2n θ, with 2n ¼ 4, 6,
are found which are in contradiction to SMR theory. It is
demonstrated that the complex behavior can be derived
from crystalline AMR [12] when adapted to fcc (111)
texture and uniaxial anisotropy of the interfaces providing a

generic explanation for the existence of AIMR and
GSE terms.
The preparation and compositional structure of the
Pt=Ni=Pt films is similar to the one for Pt=Co=Pt [31,66].
The structural characterization (Supplemental Material I [67])
particularly reveals that the grain size, crystallinity, and
interfacial properties are independent on the Ni thickness
enabling a thorough interpretation of the MR behavior.
Importantly, the films are textured with a preferred [111]
orientation of the crystal lattice of the grains along the film
normal.
In order to determine the dependence of resistivity on
magnetization orientation the samples were rotated in two
planes with respect to the magnetic field direction, i.e., the
rotation of magnetization in the film plane [x; y plane,
θ ¼ 90°] and in the plane perpendicular to the current
direction [y; z plane, φ ¼ 90°, Fig. 1(a); for details, see
the Supplemental Material I [67]]. In the former case a
cos2 φ behavior is found for all Ni thicknesses [black dots,
Fig. 1(b)] resembling the behavior of conventional
AMR [Eq. (1)]. In polar rotational geometry ρðθÞ changes
drastically its functional form on Ni thickness (red dots).
While for the sandwich with the thinnest Ni layer
[tNi ¼ 2 nm, upper graph in Fig. 1(b)] an apparent cos2 θ
behavior is observed with the global minima located at
θ ¼ ð−90°; 90°Þ (transverse orientation of magnetization),
the tNi ¼ 4 nm system (middle graph) behaves completely
differently, showing two additional maxima and minima.
Eventually, for the sandwich with tNi ¼ 15 nm (lower
graph) the global minima are shifted to θ ¼ ð0°; 180°Þ,
i.e., the polar orientation of magnetization. In addition,
small dips appear close to the maxima. The latter behavior
is representative for tNi ≥ 6 nm as can be seen from
Fig. 1(d), where the ρðθÞ curves for all Ni thicknesses
are displayed in a polar plot.
A Fourier analysis reveals that orders of cos2n θ with
2n ≤ 6 have to be considered to properly describe the ρðθÞ
curves [Fig. 1(c)]. The rotational curves for all Ni thicknesses were fitted by
ρðφÞ ¼ ρt þ Δρip cos2 φ and ρðθÞ ¼ ρt þ

3
X

ð2nÞ

Δρop cos2n θ;

n¼1

ð4Þ
ð2nÞ

respectively, and the amplitudes Δρip and Δρop were
extracted. The corresponding MR ratios Δρip =ρ and
ð2nÞ

Δρop =ρ are plotted vs Ni thickness in Fig. 2. The thickness
dependence of Δρip =ρ [Fig. 2(a)] is very similar to the
Δρip =ρ ðtCo Þ behavior observed for Pt=Co=Pt [30,31].
Again, the drop at small thicknesses is predominantly
caused by current shunting through the Pt layers [31].
ð2nÞ
The Δρop =ρðtNi Þ behaviors shown in Fig. 2(b) demonstrate that the second and fourth orders are dominant;
hence their interplay dictates the ρðθÞ dependence, i.e., in
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FIG. 1. MR behavior of Ni=Pt layered structures. (a) Sketch of a Pt=Ni=Pt sandwich and the experiment-related coordinate system.
(b) Resistivity ρ vs orientation of magnetization for three different Ni thicknesses [tNi ¼ 2 nm (top), 4 nm (middle), 15 nm (bottom)].
The rotation of magnetization M is performed in the film plane [θ ¼ 90°, black dots] and in the plane perpendicular to the current j
[φ ¼ 90° for θ ¼ ð0°; 180°Þ and φ ¼ −90° for θ ¼ ð−90°; 0°Þ and (180°,270°), red dots]. ρðφ; θ ¼ 90°Þ follows the conventional AMR
behavior for all tNi (cos2 φ fits, black dashed lines) while the functional dependence of ρðφ ¼ 90°; θÞ varies with tNi . The red dashed
lines are fits to the data using a cos2n θ-series expansion [Eq. (4)]. (c) Individual cos2n θ contributions to ρðφ ¼ 90°; θÞ depicted for
tNi ¼ 9 nm. (d) Polar plot of ρðφ ¼ 90°; θÞ for all samples.

particular, the location of the resistivity minima and
maxima. The sixth order is very small and therefore omitted
in the following discussion [73]. The thickness dependence
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
of Δρop =ρ is similar to the Δρop =ρðtCo Þ behavior found for
Pt=Co=Pt [31]. Hence, the 1=tNi dependence indicates the
presence of an interface contribution while the behavior at
large tNi reflects the bulk contribution (GSE) which has an
opposite (negative) sign. In contrast to Pt=Co=Pt, however,
a remarkably strong fourth-order contribution exists for
Pt=Ni=Pt that dominates for tNi ≥ 6 nm. Qualitatively,
ð4Þ
ð2Þ
Δρop =ρ exhibits a similar tNi dependence as Δρop =ρ apart
ð4Þ
from the fact that Δρop =ρ is negative throughout the whole
thickness range. The Ni-thickness dependence of the MR
terms is discussed further below when presenting
the results of the analysis that provides a careful separation
of interface and bulk-MR contributions.
To summarize, besides the complex MR behavior
described by Eq. (2) higher order contributions of cos2n θ,

2n ¼ 4, 6, are found. The existence of a cos4 θ (and cos6 θ)
term has not been reported for thin polycrystalline
films before. Importantly, higher orders are incompatible
with SMR [74] and Rashba-based AMR effects [47] which
strictly follow a cos2 behavior. Higher orders in the AMR,
however, were frequently found for single-crystalline
systems [12,13,21,75] satisfying the symmetry-adapted
description [12]. The latter fact triggered the idea to derive
the AMR of fcc (111)-textured films under consideration
of the underlying symmetry to check for the compatibility
with the experimental outcome.
The longitudinal resistivity can be described by a series
expansion with respect to current direction and magnetization orientation, both of which have to be expressed in
the reference frame of the crystal [12,22,76]. As a starting
point the series expansion for fcc single crystals is
used [12,77]. The AMR of fcc (111)-textured films is
obtained by averaging the single-crystal behavior over all
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FIG. 2. MR ratios (a) Δρip =ρ and (b) Δρop =ρ as a function of
Ni thickness tNi . The solid lines are model curves (see details in
the Supplemental Material III [67]). The relatively strong difference between experimental data and model curves for tNi ≤ 6 nm
indicates the presence of magnetic dead layer formation at the
Ni=Pt interfaces.

in-plane orientations to account for the random in-plane
orientation of the individual grains (derivation, Supplemental Material II [67]). The general result for the bulk
contribution by using spherical coordinates is
Δρðφ; θÞ
¼ A þ Bip sin2 θ cos2 φ þ Bop cos2 θ þ Cop cos4 θ:
ρ
ð5Þ
Obviously, the experimental results [Eq. (4)] are in
accordance with Eq. (5) [79]. In particular, Eq. (5) proves
that the assumption of a conventional AMR behavior
[Eq. (1)] is justified for the in-plane rotation of the
magnetization (θ ¼ 90°) demonstrating that the expansion
is terminated with the second order in cos2n φ. The second
characteristic of conventional AMR, i.e., a constant resistivity when rotating the magnetization in the y; z plane
(φ ¼ 90°), is not fulfilled. Quite to the contrary, besides a
second-order also a fourth-order contribution in cos2n θ
can generally be expected. While the second-order term
has been frequently found, i.e., the GSE [25,29,31], higher
orders have not been reported for textured films so far.
From our treatment using strict symmetry considerations it
becomes evident that the GSE is not due to texture-induced
s-d scattering as speculated in Ref. [29] but a mere
consequence of the crystallinity and hence anisotropic
orientation of the grains.
The general result [Eq. (5)] leads immediately to the
question for the MR behavior in other layered film systems.
For instance, for Pt=Co=Pt sandwiches second-order contributions were reported frequently [31,37,59,60]. Hence,
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FIG. 3. Resistivity ρFM=Pt vs angle θ for Ptð5 nmÞ=FMð30 nmÞ=
Ptð3 nmÞ sandwiches, FM ¼ ðCo; NiÞ. The dashed lines are fits to
the data using a series expansion in cos2n θ up to 2n ¼ 6 [Eq. (4)].
For Ni (filled dots) and Co (open dots) the angular dependence
is dominated by fourth-order and second-order contributions,
respectively.

to be sensitive to higher orders we investigated the ρðθÞ
behavior of (111)-textured Pt=Co=Pt sandwiches in the
range where interface and bulk contributions of second
order almost cancel (i.e., tCo ≈ 35 nm) [31]. In fact, as can
be seen from Fig. 3, where the results for tCo ¼ 30 nm are
ð2Þ
shown (MR ratio of second order is Δρop =ρ ≈ 0.07%),
small dips surrounded by maxima around θ ¼ ð0°; 180°Þ
are clearly observed reflecting the presence of a fourthorder contribution, which in turn supports the proposed
generality of Eq. (5). The corresponding MR ratio is only
ð4Þ
Δρop =ρ ≈ −0.03% and therefore more than one order of
magnitude smaller than for Pt=Ni=Pt with the same thickness of the ferromagnetic layer. The size of the sixth-order
contribution, if present, is smaller than the experimental
resolution of 10−5 .
The symmetry reasoning and thus the same result of the
derivation, i.e., Eq. (5), holds also for the interfacial
AMR contributions as the abrupt interfaces give rise to a
uniaxial symmetry as well. Hence, sin2 θ cos2 φ and
cos2n θ terms can be expected as interfacial AMR contributions. Contributions due to Rashba-like spin-orbit scattering and SMR might be present as well. Thereby, the
ratio of the amplitudes of the second-order contributions
ð2Þ
Bip;interface =Bop;interface ¼ Δρip;interface =Δρop;interface decides
which of the effects dominate the MR behavior.
In order to properly check for the existence of interfacial
MR contributions of Pt=Ni=Pt the modeling of the sandwich resistance by means of a combined parallel-current
and Fuchs-Sondheimer model [71] following Ref. [30] has
been performed (Supplemental Material III [67]). When
doing so the pure MR amplitudes of the Ni layer, namely,
ð2nÞ
the resistivity differences Δρip;Ni and Δρop;Ni are obtained
(effective single Ni layer model). The correction for the
parasitic effect of shunting through the Pt layers finally
enables a separation of bulk and interfacial MR effects via
the dependence on Ni thickness. Note that a sample with
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tNi ¼ 1 nm sandwiched by Pt is not ferromagnetic at
room temperature (checked by MOKE, Supplemental
Material I [67]) due to the intermixing of Ni and Pt at
the Ni=Pt interfaces. The paramagnetic state is expected
since Nix Pt1−x alloys are only ferromagnetic at room
temperature for high Ni concentrations (x > 0.6) [80].
In order to correct for the magnetic dead layer (MDL)
formation we rescaled the Ni thickness by 1 nm,
tNi;corr ¼ tNi − 1 nm, and the NiPt alloy is treated as
additional paramagnetic material (Supplemental Material
III [67]).
ð2nÞ
The resultant resistivity differences (Δρip;Ni , Δρop;Ni ) vs
tNi;corr are shown in Fig. 4. The presence of interfacial MR
ð2Þ
contributions for Δρop;Ni can be recognized from the
(1=tNi;corr )-like dependence (green dots). Quantitatively,
the curve can be well described by the Fuchs-Sondheimer
model [71] taking an anisotropy in the interfacial specularity
ð2Þ
parameter into account [30]: Δpop ¼ ð0.011  0.002Þ.
The small thickness-independent offset represents the crystalline bulk-AMR contribution due to the texture (GSE):
ð2Þ
Δρop;Ni bulk ¼ −ð0.004  0.007Þ μΩ cm. In contrast to the
second order, the resistivity difference of the fourth order
appears to be almost constant (blue dots). The reason for
ð4Þ
the slight thickness-driven decrease of jΔρop;Ni j at large
thicknesses tNi;corr ≳ 30 nm is not understood, yet. The
ð4Þ
ð4Þ
modeling reveals Δpop ¼ −ð0.003  0.003Þ; Δρop;Ni bulk ¼
−ð0.072  0.018Þ μΩ cm, which particularly confirms that
the interface-scattering anisotropy of the fourth order is
zero within the error margins [81]. Hence, the observed
ð4Þ
(1=tNi;corr )-like dependence of Δρop =ρ [Fig. 2(b)] is a mere
ð4Þ
consequence of the above-mentioned decrease of jΔρop;Ni j
at large Ni thicknesses. Importantly, contrary to
Pt=Co=Pt [30], the resistivity difference for the conventional
AMR geometry, Δρip;Ni , is basically constant (black dots),
namely, the obtained fit parameter Δpip is zero within
the experimental resolution [81]: Δpip ¼ ð0.001  0.002Þ;
Δρip;Ni bulk ¼ ð0.265  0.009Þ μΩ cm. Small interfacial
contribution, however, cannot be ruled out due to a possibly
erroneous assumption of the thickness of the magnetic dead
layers. In any case, the results lastingly prove that the
interfacial contributions in Δρip are much smaller than the
ð2Þ

ones in Δρop . Consequently, the equation for the SMR, i.e.,
ð2Þ
Δρip ¼ Δρop [Eq. (3)], does not describe the data. The result
also violates the prediction for Rashba-based interfacial
ð2Þ
AMR, i.e., 1.5 Δρip;interface ¼ Δρop;interface .
In conclusion, the AMR of fcc (111)-textured films is
derived from the symmetry-adapted description for single
crystals. The modeling reveals the conventional AMR-like
angular dependence for in-plane rotation of magnetization
(θ ¼ 90°). Higher orders than cos2 φ do not exist. In stark
contrast to isotropic polycrystals and amorphous materials,

FIG. 4. Difference resistivity of the Ni layer Δρip;Ni and
ð2nÞ
Δρop;Ni , 2n ≤ 6, as a function of Ni thickness corrected for
MDL tNi;corr . The solid lines are fits according to Eq. (S17)
given in Supplemental Material III [67], particularly revealing
ð2Þ
the existence of interfacial contributions in Δρop;Ni . The latter
ð4Þ

are absent in Δρip;Ni and Δρop;Ni within the experimental
resolution [81].

the modeling predicts cos2n θ dependences up to 2n ¼ 4 in
polar rotational geometry (φ ¼ 90°) revealing that the
assumption of an AMR in the conventional sense, namely,
a constant resistivity in polar rotational geometry, is not
valid for textured films due to symmetry reasons. It is
therefore demonstrated that the GSE and the AIMR effects
are not new physical effects but that they are simply a
manifestation of the crystal symmetry and arrangement of
grains, and the symmetry breaking at the interfaces,
respectively. As a far-reaching consequence the appearance
of cos2 θ terms in textured films cannot be used as a
fingerprint for the presence of SMR in all-metallic systems.
Even for amorphous films the interfaces can produce such
AMR contributions. A distinction between SMR and AMR
can only be made when properly quantifying the interfacial
contributions. Here, for Pt=Ni=Pt, the interfacial contribuð2Þ
tions in Δρip are much smaller than the ones in Δρop ,
demonstrating the negligible role of the SMR effect in allmetallic layered systems. In contrast to Pt=Co=Pt [30] the
results also violate the prediction for Rashba-based interfacial AMR [47]. All in all, the MR behavior of Pt=Ni=Pt
including higher order contributions in cos2n θ as well
ð2Þ
as Δρip;interface ≪ Δρop;interface is only compatible with the
symmetry-adapted modeling of the AMR of fcc (111)textured thin films.
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